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A Suitcase for Your Phone
Planning on traveling this summer? Having everything you need in one place helps.
The Eyn case is not only a durable phone case, but it doubles as a wallet and compact
mirror—making it the perfect bag and wallet substitute for safe keeping on all types
of summer adventures, whether it be hiking the Himalayas, soaking up the sun in the
sand or hitting the big city.
The Eyn case is available for the iPhone and Galaxy and comes in a variety of
colors and prints. The case can also be customized with initials or icons. EYN
cases can fit on most smartphones including the iPhone 4/4S, iPhone 5/5S,
iPhone 6/6plus and the Samsung Galaxy S4 Android phone. The Eyn cases
(which stands for “everything you need”) are 5” x 2 3/8 x 3/4, and services as
an all-in-one storage piece for cash, credit cards, keys, and of course, your smart phone.
EYN has a built-in storage compartment that also serves as protection for your smart phone
as well. Also included is a mirror inside, which doubles as a stand to rest your case.
Cases are available in many colors, and each includes a strap to go around your wrist while
going out to functions or just going to the gym. Price: $29.99. They’re available at www.eynproducts.com/collections.

Keep Your
Drink’s Cool
This Summer
A sure sign of the Florida summer
is melting ice. No, not outside, but
in your drinks. And that means
a quickly watered down soda or
cocktail. Cork Pops’ Stainless Steel
“Ice” cubes ensure the perfect
drinking temperature of any beverage
without all that melting.
Cork Pops’ Stainless
Steel “Ice” cubes are
made of food-safe
freezer gel encased in
Stainless Steel and the
rounded edges won’t
mar glasses. The
cubes come in a set
of four and cost $23.
They’re sold at Venice
Wine & Coffee Co (941-4851668) as well as at www.
CorkPops.com.

This kind of
Snow is Never Wanted
Dandruff is never attractive so it’s good to
know that derma e® has two new products
to treat the scalp – the derma e® Scalp Relief
Shampoo and Scalp Relief Conditioner. They
can treat scalp dandruff, eczema and psoriasis
without leaving hair greasy/limp.
Unlike other hair and scalp treatment products
that only address one or two dandruff causing
factors, derma e® Scalp Relief formulas work in
four ways to improve the condition of the scalp
and hair, from root to tip. They’re clinically
tested, allergy tested, coal tar-free, pine tar-free,
steroid-free, prescription-free, 100% vegan,
cruelty-free, paraben-free, sulfate-free, mineral
oil-free, lanolin-free, gluten-free, GMO-free.
Both formulas contain Therapeutic Psorzema®
Herbal Blend. Neem, Burdock and Bearberry
gently soothe the scalp and promote optimal
hair health. Tea Tree and Menthol calm and cool
itch on contact. Salicylic Acid penetrates to lift
away excess flakes and surface buildup, helping
maintain scalp purity over time.
They cost $11.75 for an eight-ounce tube of Scalp
Relief Shampoo or Conditioner. derma e is sold at
Whole Foods and other retailers such as CVS, or can
also purchased at www.dermae.com.

Lighter Fluid Fumes no More
It’s one of the smells that spells anticipation of a great barbecue. Problem is, the
odor of lighter fluid that wafts through the neighborhood isn’t really all that
pleasant. While lighter fluid can be a quick shortcut to get finicky briquettes
hot faster, it also exposes food to chemicals and can tarnish the flavor of a meal.
The new Bison Airlighter combines a high velocity, 4-inch flame with a jet-airstream to ignite charcoal grills instantly, eliminating the need for lighter fluid. And,
the Airlighter is safe to use because its long design keeps hands far away from the
fire and the metal tube will never heat up eliminating the potential for melting a
countertop or a child burning fingers.
The Airlighter greatly reduces the amount of fuel needed to get your grill going. And, it is also
the safest way to start and maintain your grill, avoiding unwanted lighter fluid burn accidents.
The super-heated 2,600 degree flame can overcome wind, rain and stubborn to light fuel with
ease. Once kindling is ignited the flame can be turned off and a built-in, cool air fan will deliver
powerful airflow to quickly spread flames throughout the fuel pile stocking the fire to high heat
for the fastest cold to cook time.
The handle makes it easy to maneuver the Bison Airlighter into any grill, fire pit or fireplace and
the LED flashlight on the front of the device improves visibility for lighting fires at night. The
storage hook on the underside of the Airlighter can even be used as a bottle opener.
The battery in the Bison Airlighter can be used for 30 minutes, or up to 40 barbecue lightings
before it will require charging. Designed with a standard USB port the Airlighter can be charged
at home with a wall outlet adapter or on the go in a car. The Bison Airlighter costs $79.95. To
purchase or for additional information visit www.airlighter.com.
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Protect Your Eyes This Summer
With Zoinx sunglasses you won’t have to worry about losing your shades while
having some fun in the sun. These sunglasses feature a patented clip, which
allows you to keep better track of your shades. Not only can you clip them to
your bag or belt, but each pair of sunglasses also comes with a sport strap, zipper
pouch, flotation insert, and waterproof emergency info card.
The sport strap links into the temple clips and helps keep
your shades in place when you’re on the move. Clip in the
optional Zipper Pouch with the included flotation insert
and you won’t have to worry about your glasses ending
up at the bottom of the lake. The waterproof emergency
Info card is a great place to put your necessary contact
information, in case you lose your Zoinx. The zipper pouch
can also be clipped around the wrist while you run or bike, keeping your
emergency info, house key and some spare cash close at hand
Zoinx sunglasses are equally customizable. You choose your frame style, frame finish, temple color,
and zipper pouch/sport strap color for no additional costs. For more information, visit www.zoinxsunglasses.com.

Funky Fashions
for Yoga
Om Shanti Clothing Company offers yoga
apparel to not only to perform, but to
inspire. Om Shanti offers “cool” looking
active/yoga apparel that recognizes the
demand for fashion, fun, and function.
They sell t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies,
capris, shorts, power pants and more.
There are also clothes for men
and children.
Shown are their Power Pants that
combine fashion, function, fit and
performance with cool designs.
These performance leggings are
made out of a very fine knit
82% micro denier poly / 18%
spandex fabric. The fabric has
both a moisture movement,
and anti microbial treatments.
The fabric is made in Canada
and cut, printed and sewn in
Florida... and then shipped
to you. Machine or hand
wash cold. Tumble dry
low, remove promptly
or hang dry. Available
in: XXS, XS, Small,
Medium and Large. Cost:
$75. Shop at www.
omshanticlothing.com.

Don’t Cramp Your Style
RejuvaHealth’s compression socks and
leggings blend function with fashion,
and they’re perfect for post workout
recovery. They’re also great if you
suffer from varicose veins, sit at a desk
all day or take long flights.
If you’re getting in shape under the
sun, make sure they’re ready with
the help of RejuvaHealth’s medical
grade compression socks, leggings
and hosiery. RejuvaHealth offers
several chic choices that are both
fashionable and functional. Their
leggings, stockings and socks are
all made from the highest quality
material, like luxurious fiber blends
and multi-dimensional stretch
elasticity, to help you look good and
feel good.
RejuvaHealth isn’t just for women. It’s
perfect for both men and women who
are on their feet for hours or who
travel frequently. For additional
information www.rejuvahealth.com.
Shown are: Argyle Smoke RejuvaSocks®
(15-20 mmHg). Cost: $29.99.

Protective Swimwear —
and we don’t mean a Life Jacket
This new sexy and sleek swimsuit from UV Skinz not only
looks good, but keeps your skin protected. This zip-front long
sleeve suit is comfortable and equipped with built-in sun
protection. Certified UPF 50+ which blocked out 98% of the
sun’s harmful rays to prevent skin damage and sunspots.
Price is $64.95 and sold at UVSkinz.com. Sizes XS – 4XL.
Available in full classic black or accenting colors (pink or teal).
UV Skinz also has a wonderful line of women’s sun hats and
apparel, great for summer travel.
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